COMMERCIAL - SHOP

JALAN OP 1, PUSAT PERDAGANGAN ONE PUCHONG, 47170, PUCHONG, SELANGOR, MALAYSIA

- With basement
- 22 x 70 sf
- 6160 sf build up
- Freehold
- Tenanted
- Nearby lots of amenities like colleges, restaurants, factories, offices, banks, LRT, budget hotel, Mamak restaurant, condo, apartment, pubs, etc.
- Easy access via LDP and Bukit Jalil-Puchong Highway that connect to other major highways like NKVE, Elite, Kesas, NPE, MEX, NSE etc.
- Walking distance to IOI

VISIT THIS PROPERTY AT: https://www.cwproperty.com.my/property/myla38251614